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Abstract 
If a system of coupled linear partial differential equations (PDEs)L. u = f in  a compact simply connected region D of 
an n-dimensional space (e.g., n = 3) has a nonhomogeneous partfthat is a vector of polynomials or can be approximated 
by a vector of polynomials, a particular solution can be written as a linear combination ofparticular solutions pkg,,, v of 
L .u  k i m ~, e v = x lx2x3e,  where is the unit vector in the v direction. The sequence of particular solutions p~t .... can be 
determined recursively in a simple and efficient way. 
This technique is an extension of an article of Janssen and Lambert (1992) who stated the theorem for a single PDE. 
Before extending it to systems of PDEs, their theorem is reviewed and slightly modified; an extra condition is added to 
ensure the explicit recursivity of the recursion formula. In the case of a system of coupled PDEs this condition can exclude 
the existence of a recursion formula. 
The technique isgenerally applicable to reduce a nonhomogeneous problem to a homogeneous one, for which several 
solution techniques can be used. 
Keywords: Polynomial approximation; Particular solution; Recursion; Partial differential equation 
1. Introduction 
Solving a nonhomogeneous system of partial differential equations can be done by techniques 
for solving a homogeneous ystem, if a particular solution can be found to reduce the non- 
homogeneous system to a homogeneous system. 
Approximate solutions can be found if source terms of the nonhomogeneous problem can be 
approximated by linear combinations of functions for which particular solutions can easily be 
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determined. An approximate particular solution for the problem is then obtained as a linear 
combination of particular solutions for these functions. 
The recursive determination of particular solutions for polynomial source terms is explained in 
[-5] by Janssen and Lambert for a single partial differential equation. Any source term can be 
approximated by a linear combination of polynomials to any accuracy if the maximum degree of 
the approximating polynomials can be taken high enough. 
In [-4, 5] the resulting homogeneous system is solved by using a linear combination of functions 
from its set of general solutions and determining the coefficients by expressing the boundary 
conditions in a least squares ense. 
Another technique that is fit for solving homogeneous problems is the boundary element method 
(BEM) [-1, 3]. Here the differential equation is transformed to an integral identity that contains 
only terms that are integrals over the boundary of the domain. Nonhomogeneous problems lead to 
an integral identity containing a domain integral. This domain integral term can be written as 
a sum of boundary integrals by using the approximate particular solution. This is the so-called ual 
reciprocity method (DRM) [6], which is in fact equivalent to using the normal BEM on the 
approximate homogeneous problem. 
In this paper the technique to determine particular solutions for all polynomial source terms up 
to a certain degree is commented. A condition to guarantee the recursivity of the technique isadded 
in the case of a single partial differential equation, and then the technique isextended to systems of 
coupled linear partial differential equations (vector differential equations) like the linear elasticity 
equations. 
2. Recursive determination of particular solutions 
2.1. Recursion formula for a single PDE 
Consider a scalar variable u in a space of dimension , being a particular solution of the partial 
differential equation 
Lu =f  
in a compact domain D of that space, L being a linear operator of a certain order N: 
N 
L= E E ajD) 
i = io ] J I  = i 
with io the minimal order, io~>0, aje~, J=(jl,...,j,)~N" and I J l=ZT=l j i ,  and 
In [5] Janssen and Lambert showed that for polynomial terms of the form QJ = [I7= i (xi) j', the 
particular solution P~t for source term f = QM can be determined recursively in function of the 
particular solutions Ps for source terms f = Qj of equal and lower polynomial order 
N fi 
PM= ~ ~ ~JPM+Jo-J+fl xm'+J°' 
i=io IJl=i i=l 
g ~Jo 
(1) 
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where Jo is chosen so that aj o # 0 and l J o[ = io. The quantities fl and as can be calculated and 
depend on M. 
2.2. Recursivity of the formula 
In [5] it is remarked that formula (1) is indeed recursive. However, this is not correct for all 
choices of Jo. Consider for example the nonhomogeneous biharmonic equation V4q5 = f. Fully 
written out the equation is 
~x 4 + 2 - -  + =f  - -  Ox2~y 2 
Here io = N = 4, and there are three terms in the operator: D~4 o) = ~4/0x4, D~2 2) = 04/OxZOY 2and 
D~o 4) = O4/OY 4. 
If Jo is taken (2 2), then the recursion formula is: 
pI,,, ms) = ~4 o) P(m' - 2 ms + 2) -k- O~to 4)P  (m' + 2 ms - 2) ..[_ flXr~, + 2X~2 + 2. 
Applying the recursion formula once again to calculate 
p(rn, - 2 m2 + 2) = ~(4 O) p(mt 4m2 +4) + ~(0 4) P(m' ms) + flx~X +2X~+2 
one arrives back at p(m, "5) which means the recursion formula is implicit and hence not practically 
usable. 
2.3. Determination of a valid Jo 
For formula (1) to be recursive, the choice of Jo is further limited by the next construction. 
Theorem. For formula (1) to be recursive, Jo is to be chosen in the following way. Suppose 
go = {J: IJI = io, aj # O} 
and for k > 0 
Kk = {J ~ Kk- 1: A = max(rag), M ~ Kk- 1 } 
It follows that, by construction, K .  only contains one element; this element is called Jo. 
With this Jo the recursion formula is explicitly recursive; starting from an index M one never 
arrives back at this index. 
Proof. For the terms where IJ[ > io this is trivial, as the order will lower strictly 
( IM + Jo - JI < IMI). 
For the other terms, where the order stays the same in the course of the recursion, a path of 
successive index vectors occurring because of the recursion will be indicated by upper indices: M, 
M 1, M2, . . . ,  where M s = M s- 1 + Jo - js  and js is chosen from Ko\K ,  at each iteration step. 
For those terms one gets after a first iteration, because of the construction of Jo: 
VJ I~Ko\K . ,  3k*" j~ =jOk, k < k*, (2) 
J~r < Jog*" 
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Hence 
m~ = mk + jOk -- jlk =ink, k < k* 
m~ = mk. + Jok* --J~T > ink*" 
Suppose that after a certain number of iterations 
'v'JS6Ko\K,,, 3k*: m~, = ink ,  k < k*, (3) 
rusk . > ink.. 
Then it follows again from the construction of Jo that 
VJS+16Ko\K. ,  qk*" flk +1 =jok, k <k*,  
fk.+ x < Jok*, 
which gives, taking k*+x = rain(k*, k*), 
m~ +1 = m~ +jOk __j~+l __-- mk, k < ks+l ,  
m~,.++ 1 s • :s  +1 
, = mkL, -k Jok*+~ -- Jk*+, > ink*+, 
and (3) is also true for s + 1. 
As (3) is true for s = 1 (formula (2)), by induction it is also true for any value of s. So one can 
always find a k* so that 
V {j1,j2 .... , js}, 3k*: 
which proves that 
MS=M+ 
m] = mk, k < k*, 
S 
mk, ~> ink, ~ 
(ao - J') # M, v{s , ,& ,  . . . ,4}.  [ ]  
i=1 
Remark that the "max" function used in the definition of Jo can be replaced by "min" in each step 
of the construction and proof, and that the order in which the sets Kk are constructed does not have 
to follow the order of elements of the index vector J. This means that several possibilities for the 
construction exist, and the element Jo is not unique. This notion however does not limit the 
generality of the proof, and was left out for simplicity. 
The whole construction means that the index vector Jo must be one of the corner points of the 
convex hull of the set of index vectors J of the PDE, lying in the (1 1 ... 1) hyperplane of order i0 in 
the n-dimensional space of index vectors. 
2.4. Examples 
As a first example we take the Poisson equation V2q~ =for  
02q  02¢ 
8x + - -  =f .  ay E 
Ko = {(4 
and max(m1 ),
K1 = {(4 
and max(m2), 
Kz = {(4 
so do = (4 0). 
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Here i0 = H = 2, and there are two terms in the operator: D{z o) = ~2/0x2 and D{o 2) = 02/@ 2. 
Hence 
Ko = {(2 0), (0 2)} 
and max(mx) ,M~Ko is 2, so 
K, = {(2 0)} 
and max(m2), MeK1 is 0, so 
K2 = {(2 0)} 
so Jo = (2 0). 
For this simple equation, the construction can seem technical but for general equations it is the 
correct way to determine Jo. As remarked, the "min" function can be used instead of"max". In that 
case we find Jo = (0 2). 
Another already mentioned example is the nonhomogeneous biharmonic equation Vgq~ =f  
occurring for example in modell ing of deflection of plates or in plane strain or stress analysis. Fully 
written out the equation is 
04~ ~4~ 04~ 
c~x4 + 2 -  + = f - -  (~x2~y2 
Here io -- N = 4, and there are three terms in the operator: D~*4 o) = 04/Ox 4, D'~2 2) = O'*/Ox2@ 2 and 
D'~o 4) = ~4/0y4. Hence 
0), (2 2), (0 4)} 
M ~ Ko is 4, so 
0)} 
M6Ka is 0, so 
0)} 
It can easily be verified by exhaustion that either Jo = (4 0) or Jo = (0 4), changing "max" to 
"min" and reversing the order in which the indices are considered. As previously demonstrated 
Jo = (2 2) does not lead to a correct recursion. 
In the examples in [-5], the choice of Jo always agrees with the above construction, thus the 
recursivity is guaranteed for those cases. 
3. Systems of coupled partial differential equations 
3.1. Introduction 
The recursion formula (1) can be extended to the case of systems of coupled partial differential 
equations (partial vector differential equations). 
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In the following we will use Einstein's ummation convention for indices of vectors and matrices 
that are summed in the normal way (over all values 1 till n, the dimension of the space). These 
indices are indicated by Greek letters. 
Also, a convention is adopted for notation of vector and matrix indices. If an index indicates 
a component of the vector or matrix, it is written as a subscript; if the index parameterizes the vector 
or matrix, it is written as a superscript. For example, the three basis vectors are written e ~, or in 
components 6~. In the same way a particular solution for a source te rmf  = Qje ~ is written PJ" or in 
components PJ,~. This convention is followed for the clarity of the notation, and has nothing to do 
with the notion of covariant or contravariant tensors. 
Consider a system of nonhomogeneous linear partial differential equations in a domain D, 
L .u  =f  
Suppose that f can be approximated by a polynomial to any degree of accuracy 
f ~-- ~ ~ bJ~Qs e~ 
v=l J  
where Qj = 1-[7=1 xi', J = ( j l j2  ... jn), j i~N and e ~ is the unit vector along the v direction. 
If for each Qje ~ one can determine a particular solution Psi ,  there is an approximate particular 
solution for f as a source term. 
3.2. Extension to vector differential equations 
It is 
The linear vectorial differential operator L operating on a vector u can be written 
N 
C ,u, Z Y. ' ' = = a~uDau.. 
i = io IJI = i 
assumed that there is at least one Jo = (jol ... jo.) for which 
det(aJ~) # O. 
If L is applied to 
h X m, + Joier 
i=1 
or written in component form 
h~ .m~ + Jo~ ,~ ~t v# 
i=1 
an expression is obtained: 
fI E Z J i ~mi+joit]r avuDJ .-i vu 
i=iolJl=i i=1 
N h Jk 
=-- Z Z aSu I~ (ink +jok + 1 -- l)xrk+J°*-J'6~. 
i=iolJl=i i=1 l=1 
(4) 
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We propose as a recursion formula 
= _p,_, +/~p, x?' +'°'a~. 
i= io l J l= i  i=1  
J ~=Jo 
ml p Applying L to this formula, taking into account hat L~.PU. p I] 7= i xi 6~ and using expression (4), 
we get 
m, o J X m' +J°'-J'a~ 
i= 1 i = io IJ[ = i i= 1 
.l # Jo 
N n Jk 
+ fl,~ ~, • a~ J 1] ]--I (mk +jOk + 1 -- /)X~'+~°'-~k?i ~ v l t  . 
i= io l J l= i  k=l l= l  
The polynomial term with J = Jo in the second member of the equation can be identified with the 
first member 
n JOk 
6; = fl,~[aJ~,] I] 1--I (mk +jOk + 1 -- 1)6~ 
k=l l= l  
or written in matrix form 
n Jok 
1, = [ff]-(AJ°) t 1-I l-[ (mk +jog + 1 -- l). 
k=l /= l  
From this expression the matrix [fl] can be determined: 
1 
= l) ((AJ°)t)-1 
[-fl] lq~, = 1 ~% 1 (rag + jOk + 1 -- 
because det(A J°) =~ O. For the other terms the identification is
n Jk 
0 J r J 
= ~pr~v + f lpravu H I-[ (mk +jo t  + 1 - l )6~ 
k=l /= l  
from which the ~J can be determined, which gives in matrix form 
Jk 
[-~J] = -- [fl] "(AJ) t (-I 1-1 (mk +Jok + 1 -- l). 
k=l /= l  
The recursivity is not guaranteed in this case. From the set Ko we can determine a number of 
possible Jo by using the algorithm and choosing between "max" or "min" function at each step. If 
det(A J°) = 0 for all these Jo, the formula will not be explicitly recursive. It is not even certain that 
the set Ko will contain any element for which det(A J°) :/: 0 at all. It can further be investigated 
det(A J) = 0, V J : l J I  - -  io can lead to any conclusions about the system of PDEs. It could mean for 
example that the differential equations are not in their simplest form, or that there is no complete 
coupling between them. 
In the case of the linear elasticity equations all conditions are fulfilled. 
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4. Example 
Consider the 3-dimensional linear isotropic elasticity equations in the displacement formulation 
[23. 
(2 + ~)V(V.u) + ~V2u +f= O, 
where u is the displacement vector in each point, f is the vector of the body forces and 2 and 
constants (Lamb constants). Written in matrix form this becomes 
(2 + ~) 
l ~2 ~2 ~2 
~X~ OXI~X 2 OXI~X 3
~2 ~2 02 
OX2~X 1 ~X~ OX2~X 3 
02 02 ~2 
ax3~x~ Ox3~x2 ~x~ 
t 
Ul 
U2 
U3 
+# 
/ ~2 ~2 ~2 -d;i~ + ~ + ~ 
0 
0 
0 0 
(~2 ~2 ~2 
ox~ + E + E o 
~2 ~2 02 
o ~x~ + ~ + ~V} 
(ul)  u2 +f2 
U3 
=0.  
All derivatives are of second order, so io = N = 2. The J-indices and their respective A J matrices 
are 
A(2 o o) = 0 I~ , 
0 0 o 
A(O 2 o) = 2 + 2p , 
0 o) 
A(O o 2) = p 0 , 
0 2+2# 
A(~ 1°) = #+;t  0 , 
0 0 
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A(1 o 1) = 
A(O 1 1) = 
0 0 0 , 
/~+2 0 0 
(io o) 0 #+2 . 
/~+2 0 
Using the algorithm for determining Jo one finds Jo = (2 0 0) and det(A J°) = p2(2 + 2#) ~ 0. 
The value of the [fl] matrix is 
(1 + ml)(2 + ml) 
1 / 
2+2/~ 0 0 
0 1 0 
# 
o o ~; 
and the [~] matrices going with the respective J-values are 
[~] (0  2 0) = (1 - m2)mz 
(1 + ml ) (2  + ml)  °° t 
2+2# 
0 2+2# 0 , 
P 
0 0 1 
[-0~]~o  2) = (1 -- m3)m 3 
(1 + ml ) (2  + ml)  
[c~](t 1 o) _ m2 
1 +ml 
I 0 
# 
0 
P 
2 +2# 
0 
0 0 
2+# 
0 
0 
°° t 
1 0 , 
2+2# 
0 t , 
0 
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[~] (1  0 1) __ m3 
l+ml  
2+p 
- -  0 0 0 , 
2+~ 0 0 
P 
[,~](0 X 1) m2 m3 
(1 + ml)(2 + ml) 
/0 0 0 
0 0 2+# I # 
)L+# 
0 0 
With these data the recursion formula can be implemented in a symbolic algebra system or in 
a programming language. It is possible to find a sequence of vector indices M so that the second 
member of the recursion formula always contains previously calculated particular solutions 
pM + jo - J. However, it is more practical to depend on the recursivity of the programming language. 
If a particular solution pM + Jo - J from the second member of the formula was not calculated yet, the 
recursion formula routine is called to calculate it and it is stored in a database. Otherwise it is taken 
from the database directly. 
Some examples of particular solutions for simple polynomial terms are 
p~O o o), 1 = ([,,1/2(2 + 2p)] x 2, 0, 0), p~O o o), 2 = (0, (1 /2#)x  2, 0), 
p~O o o), 3 = (0, 0, (1/2#)xZ), p(1 o o),1 = ([,1/6(2 + 2p)] x 3, 0, 0), 
p(1 o o), 2 = (0 ,  (1/6#)x 3, 0), p~l o o), 3 = (0, 0, (1/6/~)x3), 
p~O 1 o), 1 = ([1/2(2 + 2p)]x2y,  - [(2 +/t)/6p(2 + p)] x 3, 0), 
prO x o),2 = (_  [-(2 + #)/6/~(2 + p)] x 3, (1/2#)x2y, 0), 
p~OXO),3=(O,O,(1/2#)x2y) ,  pI2 o o),1 = ([1/12(2 + 2~)] x4, 0, 0), 
p~2 o o), 2 = (0, (1/12~)x 4,0), p(2 o o), 3 = (0, 0, (1/12#)x4), 
pI1 ~ o),1 = ([,-1/6(2 + 2#)] x3y, - [(2 + kt)/24#(2 + #)] x 4, 0), 
p~X 1 o),2 = (_  [-(2 + #)/24#(2 + p)]x  4, (1/61t)x3y, 0), 
p~l 1 o), 3 = (0, O, (1/61~)x3y). 
Remark that the symmetry of the system of partial differential equations can be used to reduce 
the number of calculations. This can give different but more symmetric sets of particular solutions. 
From prO o o), 1 = ([1/2(2 + 2#)] x 2, 0, 0) for example we find prO o o), z = (0, [,-1/2(2 + 2#)] y2, 0) 
instead of (0, (1/2~)x 2, 0). 
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5. Practical importance 
Using the recursion formula to determine a particular solution polynomial has several advant- 
ages over the obvious method of substituting a polynomial with unknown coefficients, identifica- 
tion of terms and solving the resulting system of equations. 
When N is defined as the maximal order of the polynomial used to approximate he source term, 
the order of both algorithms can be estimated. For the recursion method, ½ N(N + 1) additions of 
polynomials have to be done with ½N(N + 1) terms at worst. Therefore the order is O(N4). The 
implementation f the method is fairly simple, given a data structure to represent polynomials. 
With the substitution method, an underdetermined system of equations has to be solved. This 
system has ½ N(N + 1) equations, and solving a system of n equations i an O(rt 3) operation, so the 
order is O(N6). Furthermore, automating the substitution and identification to set up the system of 
equations is not trivial. 
If only numerical values of the particular solution in a number of points are required, the 
recursion formula can be used directly, without any need to represent the particular solution as 
a polynomial which has to be evaluated in turn. 
6. Conclusion 
The recursive techniques described in [5] were extended to systems of coupled linear partial 
differential equations. Therefore we have now also a simple and economical way to evaluate 
particular solutions to, for example, the linear elasticity equations, given that source terms are 
sufficiently smooth to be approximated by a polynomial. 
A condition for the technique to be explicitly recursive is added. This extra condition poses no 
problem for single partial differential equations but could result in a contradiction i the case of 
systems of partial differential equations. 
Practically one can use the recursion formula to calculate numerical values of the particular 
solution directly. This keeps the data structures and programs impler if a classical programming 
language is used. If data structures are available to represent and operate on polynomials, the 
particular solution can be obtained irectly as a polynomial. Programming languages that allow 
definition of new types and allow operator overloading have got increasing attention during the 
last years, and are good tools for this purpose. 
To avoid numerical problems in the evaluation of the polynomials, the domain can be shifted 
and scaled into the unit hypercube of the space. 
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